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Whole Country of Samoa On Lockdown to Mass Vaccinate the Whole
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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points: For Gods intervention regarding all the
weather warfare to destroy crop yields for 2020, For Gods intervention with the
CA wildfires & Directed Energy Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans
surrounding this to be destroyed, For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all
Christians worldwide (especially the persecuted) & also all the Targeted
Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide, Against Project Pogo & Project Zyphr that would
result in the "extermination" of tens of millions of awake Americans, That
President Trump Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law, Against All
Planned Pandemics Plagues, Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick &
Mosquito Populations, Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates, Against The
Illegal Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up through the US
southern border & already on America Soil, Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the
42,000 Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense Microwave Radiation Over
Entire Earth—2020 is when this really gets cranked up, For All Christians to wake
up and spread the gospel and push back against all their freedoms being taken
away, Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide, Against all the witchcraft
being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in more evil, death and
destruction, Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation, against the plans &
wickedness of high level politicians, For President Trump to do the right thing
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people, Against mandatory
vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would come out about them,
for the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth, Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima
Nuclear Radiation Contamination & Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down
Worldwide, Against the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide,
Against Further Vote Rigging, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin American,

Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded in
America, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America
and Canada, For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle
colliders worldwide & the eradication of the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The
eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex
trafficking networks worldwide, Against LGBTQ movement and against the
normalization of all child molestation and sexualization of teens, children &
babies, For the protection of all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in
all evil networks, For the eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality
pornography and snuff film sources and businesses, For the Supreme Court to
overturn Roe v. Wade, For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned
Parenthood centers worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from
their owners and employees, For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail
programs, Nexrad Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave
Accelerators & all DEW’s (Directed Energy Weapons) causing the fires worldwide,
For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false flag
events—Against the wickedness being openly promoted by the Democrat party
and ALL Democrats running for president—Against the wickedness being
perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the dominant streaming content
producers—Against the pop culture rock and rap music industry—Against the
wicked factions of Modern medicine & the pharmaceutical & vaccine industry—
Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism--Every level of government that has by
hijacked by wickedness—Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families
of the Illuminati—Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public
schools.
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald
Reagan:

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."

The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
+1+Exposing Darkness & Delusions--Reproving Apostates--Contending for the
Faith--Warning & Watchman Bible Verses
Regarding the End Times Jesus Warned:
Matthew 24:24: "For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall
shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall
deceive the very elect."
Mark 13:22: "For false Christs and false prophets shall rise, and shall shew signs
and wonders, to seduce, if it were possible, even the elect.
I Chronicles 12:32: "And of the children of Issachar, which were men that had
understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to do; the heads of them
were two hundred; and all their brethren were at their commandment."
Acts 20:31: "Therefore watch, and remember, that by the space of three years I
ceased not to warn every one night and day with tears."
I Corinthians 16:13: "Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like men, be
strong."
I Thessalonians 5:6: "Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch
and be sober."
II Timothy 4:5: "But watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an
evangelist, make full proof of thy ministry."
Luke 21:8: "And he (Jesus) said, Take heed that ye be not deceived: for many
shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and the time draweth near: go ye not
therefore after them."
II Corinthians 4:4: "In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them
which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image
of God, should shine unto them."
Ephesians 5:11-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. For it is a shame even to speak of those
things which are done of them in secret. (Comment: In other words we don't need

to get into the gory details of their sin done "in secret" but at the same time we
are commanded in the previous and following verses to "reprove" and
"manifest" their wicked actions. See the definition below of "reprove" &
"manifest".) But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for
whatsoever doth make manifest is light. (Comment: "Light" always overcomes
and exposes darkness) Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise
from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days
are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Manifest: Plain, open, clearly visible to the eye or obvious to the understanding;
apparent; not obscure or difficult to be seen or understood.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
Hosea 4:6 My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast
rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me:
seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy children.
Psalm 94:16&20: "Who will rise up for me against the evildoers? or who will stand
up for me against the workers of iniquity?…Shall the throne of iniquity have
fellowship with thee, which frameth mischief by a law?"
Virginia Dems want to unleash a martial law attack on 2A counties using
roadblocks to confiscate firearms and spark a shooting war
Thursday, December 19, 2019 by:
Mike Adams (Natural News) After
passing extremely restrictive
anti-gun legislation in early 2020,
Virginia has a plan to deploy
roadblocks at both the county
and state levels to confiscate
firearms from law-abiding
citizens (at gunpoint, of course)
as part of a deliberate effort to
spark a shooting war with citizens, sources are now telling Natural News.
Some might choose to dismiss such claims as speculation, but these sources
now say that Virginia has been chosen as the deliberate flashpoint to ignite the
civil war that’s being engineered by globalists. Their end game is to unleash a
sufficient amount of violence to call for UN occupation of America and the
overthrow of the republic. Such action will, of course, also result in the attempted
nationwide confiscation of all firearms from private citizens, since all gun owners
will be labeled “domestic terrorists” if they resist. Such language is already being
used by Democrat legislators in the state of Virginia.

The Democrat-run impeachment of President Trump may be a necessary
component for this plan, since the scheme requires Trump supporters to be
painted as “enraged domestic terrorists” who are seeking revenge for the
impeachment. This is how the media will spin the stories when armed Virginians
stand their ground and refuse to have their legal firearms confiscated by police
state goons running Fourth Amendment violating roadblocks on Virginia roads.
Roadblocks will be set up in two types of locations, sources tell Natural News: 1)
On roads entering the state of Virginia from neighboring states that have very
high gun ownership, such as Kentucky, Tennessee and North Carolina, and 2)
Main roads (highways and interstates) that enter the pro-2A counties which have
declared themselves to be Second Amendment sanctuaries. With over 90
counties now recognizing some sort of pro-2A sanctuary status, virtually the
entire State of Virginia will be considered “enemy territory” by the tyrants in
Richmond who are trying to pull off this insidious scheme.
As the map shows below, every green county has passed a pro-2A resolution of
one kind or another. As you can see, nearly the entire state is pro-2A, completely
surrounding the Democrat tyrants who run the capitol of Richmond.

The purpose of the roadblocks, to repeat, has nothing to do with public safety or
enforcing any law. It’s all being set up to spark a violent uprising against the
Virginia Democrats and whatever law enforcement goons are willing to go along
with their unconstitutional demands to violate the fundamental civil rights of
Virginian citizens.
Democrats in Virginia have threatened to activate the National Guard to attack pro-2A
“terrorists,” and a recent statement from the Adjutant General of the National
Guard unit in Virginia confirms that the Guard has no intention to resist Gov.
Northam’s outrageous orders, even if they are illegal or unconstitutional. One
county in Virginia — Tazewell — has already activated its own militia in response.
The situation is escalating rapidly in Virginia, which is precisely what Democrats
and globalists are seeking.
Where is all this really headed? The bottom line goal of the enemies of America is
to transform the country into a UN-occupied war zone, where UN troops go door
to door, confiscating weapons from the American people.

Expect Virginia to be the ignition point for all this.
Stay informed. Things are about to happen over the next 10 months that you
would have never imagined just five years ago.
And to all those who mocked our warnings about the coming civil war, you are
about to find yourself in one. Sure hope you know how to run an AR platform and
build a water filter. Things won’t go well for the unprepared, especially in the
cities.
And, by the way, Richmond is surrounded by patriots. At what point will the
citizens of Virginia decide to arrest and incarcerate all the lawless, treasonous
tyrants in Richmond who tried to pull this stunt? I have a feeling there’s about to
be a real shortage of rope across Virginia…
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-12-19-virginia-dems-to-unleash-martial-law-attackon-2a-counties-using-roadblocks.html
Virginia Gov. Plans to Use Roadblocks and UN Troops to Seize Guns-Mike Adams
& Dave Hodges
TheCommonSenseShow.com Friday, December 20, 2019I
This interview with Mike Adams is earth-shattering because it lets people know
what’s coming so they can prepare to meet the challenges that are coming upon
us. Before you listen to the following interview, please know that I am now finding
confirming information on California, which matches Virginia, which somewhat
matches what Mike is saying here. I will leave you with one teaser. Governor
Newsome inherited a “secret army” from Governor Brown and they are going to
be fully employed. I have much more but the findings will come in a later report.
Warning, this reports contains uncensored reality and every American should
take this report as a direct threat on the welfare and lives of every American who
opposes the communist takeover of our country.
Here is my interview with Mike Adams:
Play to 16:41: https://youtu.be/zIWAn8kUWXM?t=114
http://revolutionradio.org/2019/12/20/virginia-gov-plans-to-use-roadblocks-andun-troops-to-seize-guns-mike-adams-dave-hodges-css/
Who Is Behind Virginia Governor Northam's Power Grab?
Play to 9:12: https://youtu.be/j9hI3UG5fMI?t=112
FYI--Mike Adams (12/20/2019): ‘Do You Believe Me Now? Democrats Actively
Rolling Out Scheme to Remove VP Mike Pence So They Can Install Nancy Pelosi,
Then Hillary Clinton as President… the CRIMINAL COUP IS HERE’
(Natural News 12/20/2019) The criminal coup scenario I warned you about has finally
arrived. A scheme is now active to convict Trump and remove V.P. Mike Pence from
power, then install Nancy Pelosi as president. Once there, she will appoint Hillary
Clinton as her V.P. with no resistance from the Senate, then she will resign, making
Hillary Clinton the president.
I warned about this exact scenario in an earlier article entitled, “It’s ON: The deep
state plot to install Hillary Clinton as PRESIDENT this year, bypassing elections
altogether.”

As many Natural News have come to realize, I have excellent sources deep inside
the bureaucracy, and they fill me in on what’s going down. That’s the only way I
was able to write the following words over two months ago, almost word-for-word
what we just witnessed with the fake impeachment by the House:
Full details of the plan are explained in the video below. Here’s the summary of the
steps the deep state Democrats hope to achieve:
Step 1) Fake an impeachment of President Trump and whip up media hysteria to
gaslight the entire nation into thinking Trump is being impeached when it’s all an act
(with no real vote in the House, no legal bearing and no legitimacy).
Step 2) Stage an arrest of President Trump, V.P. Mike Pence and his Cabinet members
for CNN’s cameras to create the visual impression that Trump is guilty of something.
After all, why is he in handcuffs? (Everything with the Democrats is theater. Everything
is staged.)
Step 3) Swear in Nancy Pelosi as the President, since she’s next in line (as Speaker of
the House).
Step 4) Nancy Pelosi appoints Hillary Clinton as her Vice President.
Step 5) Nancy Pelosi resigns as President, making the V.P. (now Hillary Clinton) the
President.
Step 6) Hillary Clinton then appoints a new Vice President, perhaps John Brennan, to
strengthen the deep state spooks in her administration…
Mike Adams’ Video Below. For the Rest of the Print Story CLICK HERE…
+2+ Virginia Sheriff Scott Jenkins says he will form a militia if National Guard
confiscates guns
Play: https://youtu.be/m1Vulb_m5Go
2nd Amendment Sanctuary Movement Spreads To Another State
Play to 3:15: https://youtu.be/KmcKKF6tkOg?t=18
The answer to tyranny is suddenly obvious: 2A sanctuaries and armed militias in
every county, every state across America
Now, militias are exploding in popularity across America, right alongside 2A sanctuaries
(“gun sanctuaries”) which are suddenly skyrocketing in popularity in states way beyond
Virginia. Think Oregon, Illinois, New Mexico, Washington and even California, among
other states.
This has set the radical Left into a total panic, and they’re desperately trying to pressure
liberal lawmakers to find some way to declare militias to be illegal. Democrat-run
Virginia is attempting to pass a new law, SB64, that would achieve that goal,
criminalizing all self-defense training activities overnight, even ensnaring martial arts
instructors and concealed carry firearms instructors as felons.
What’s especially ironic about all this is that it’s the lawless Left created the whole
“sanctuary” movement for illegal aliens which set the precedent of states, counties
or municipalities declaring themselves immune from laws they don’t like. Of course, for
the radical Left, their sanctuaries were all about protecting illegal aliens and granting
them legal immunity, even if they were rapists, murderers or child traffickers. There’s no

crime too extreme for a Leftist to ignore when they’re trying to grow their voting base
with more illegals, it turns out.
Having established the “sanctuary” movement themselves, the Left is now
screaming bloody murder at the spontaneous uprisings of “gun sanctuaries” —
counties or cities that declare they will not follow laws which trample the Second
Amendment rights of their citizens. According to the hypocritical Left, gun
sanctuaries are illegal, but their own illegal immigration sanctuaries must be
respected. That’s the Left for you: If they didn’t have double standards, they
would have no standards at all.
For example, just yesterday, National File reported that Virginia’s Attorney
General has officially declare 2A sanctuary counties and cities in Virginia to be
illegal. As reported by Frankine Stockes:
Virginia Attorney General Mark Herring issued an advisory opinion on the
Commonwealth’s ever-growing 2nd Amendment sanctuary movement Friday
morning, saying the resolutions passed by over 100 Virginia localities have “no
legal effect.”
The movement is spreading like wildfire across America, effectively drawing the battle
lines of the coming civil war which seems on the verge of breaking out at almost any
moment.
“An armed and trained militia is the firmest bulwark of republics”– James Madison (First
Inaugural Address, Saturday, March 4, 1809.)
What’s really causing the deranged, mentally ill Left to panic, however, is the uptick in
militia membership nationwide. We’re hearing from multiple sources that militia
membership is up everywhere, and new militia organizations are popping into existence
in several states.
Open discussion boards like Modern Militia Movement
(ModernMilitiaMovement.com) appear to be experiencing brisk activity, too. The
site’s guidelines are clearly stated on its home page:
It is the duty of the citizen’s militia’s to protect and defend the unalienable rights of all
members of their communities. Under no circumstances will the Modern Militia
Movement, tolerate those who advocate acts of criminal violence, terrorism, or a
change from our Republic form of government; nor will it support any specific political
party or candidate, nor espouse any particular religious denomination or doctrine. All
members must understand the duties and obligation of both citizens and government
under the United States Constitution.
That’s a far cry from what Leftists think militias are all about, of course.
Play: https://www.brighteon.com/5855445191001
If you’re looking for additional information about militias:
MyMilitia.com hosts something called the Militia Emergency Response Channel,
along with maps, forums, news and more, covering militia groups nationwide.
The Constitution Society publishes a state-by-state directory of militias. They
even publish a guide to starting your own militia.
Militia Net publishes a list of militia groups, state by state.
We are covering gun sanctuaries news at GunSanctuaries.com.

Unlike the NRA ‘Gun Owners of America’ is Working to Thwart Gun Confiscation
Plans
Virginia is Ground Zero in the fight against gun control this year. And gun owners
are rising to the challenge. Over 100 counties, cities and towns have declared
themselves to be Second Amendment sanctuaries in Virginia. And more are
expected to join them very soon. Gun Owners of America has been assisting the
state gun rights group -- Virginia Citizens Defense League (VCDL) -- in promoting
these sanctuaries throughout the state.
In county after county, thousands of concerned Virginians have been showing up
to county Board of Supervisor meetings to demand protection from the
Governor’s gun confiscation plans -- and the crowds are breaking attendance
records in the process.
The threat of gun confiscation is real.
At a November 6, 2019 press conference, a Washington Post reporter asked Governor
Northam whether he supported confiscating “assault” weapons from gun owners.
“That’s something I’m working [on] with our secretary of public safety,” he said.
GOA has also been actively pushing sanctuary counties in the nearby states of
Pennsylvania and Kentucky.
To read more on the efforts in these two states, please read the full alert here.
The anti-gun left has not taken kindly to the outpouring of opposition to gun control in
Virginia.
Incredibly, Democrat lawmakers are bullying police and county supervisors in the Old
Dominion with all kinds of threats -- including arrest and prosecution if they support 2A
sanctuary counties.
GOA responded by penning an oped column in one of the largest papers in the state.
The editorial, which ran in the Roanoke Times, succinctly shows why sanctuary
counties do NOT violate state law:
The real undermining of the “Rule of Law” is the effort by Gov. Northam and his
administration supporting bogus laws that would imprison Virginians for simply
possessing common firearms that are still legal to own and possess in all 50
states!
You can click here to read the entire GOA column.
Share the article with your pro-gun community, and if you live in Northern Virginia,
please share this with your county Board of Supervisors. (You can download a listing of
their names and email addresses here.)
TAKE ACTION AGAINST TRUMP’S “END OF FREE SPEECH” DECREE!!!
17 December, 2019 By Rev. Ted Pike--President Trump’s recent Executive Order IS
THE TEXT of the Jewish ADL’s “Anti-Semitism Awareness Act, S852, which was
recently rejected by the US Senate for Committee consideration. See the Senate
Bill here:, and See the Executive Order here: S852 can make a "hate criminal" of any
student, teacher, administrator or even employee of U.S. Public Education who
strongly criticizes Israel. It says they can be arrested for the crime of “antiSemitism”; and “intimidation”; of Jewish students on campus. They then can be
punished under the harsh “anti- discrimination” rules of the Civil Rights Act of
1964.

Comment: But you can say or do whatever you want to Christians!!
But S852 also has Christians as its primary target. It contains eleven examples by
which the U.S. Government can identify and prosecute any Christian in Public
Education who is deemed an “anti-Semitic hate criminal”. Making such a
determination is simple according to S852’s example 9. It says that any Christian
who agrees with the frequent New Testament “claims of Jews killing Jesus” is
guilty of “Classical Anti-Semitism”. Most Jews believe that the Christian charge
that the Pharisees persuaded the Romans to kill Christ smears Jews as “Christ
killers”, leading directly to the “Holocaust”. Since the “anti-Semitic” New
Testament led to so much Jewish suffering, S852 must presume that anyone
distributing such “hate literature” should be prosecuted.
https://womenfightantisemitism.org/ihra-definition-of-antisemitism
Remember, S852 is no longer just another Jewish ADL hate crimes bill, designed
to entrap Christians.
Rather, S852 and its insidious intentions toward Christians is now Federal Law!!!!
It must, by command of the President, be considered to provide the fairest, most
enlightened and workable standards by which not only the U.S. Department of
Education, but all levels of Government help him, as Pastor John Hagee vowed,
“to root out and destroy” the curse of unrestrained criticism of Israel.
SO WHAT CAN BE DONE?
Unfortunately, most Christians are unaware that President Trump has destroyed
our First Amendment free speech rights to criticize anyone, Including Jews and
Israel, without fear of arrest.
Yet, aside from prayer, there is one very effective way to begin to reverse what
Trump has done. It’s by many hundreds of “TruthTeams” — groups of lovers of
freedom bringing the whole truth to Trump's massive soft underbelly, Evangelical
Churches.
You and your friends can reproduce this article on 8.5 x 14 paper, preferably by
the thousands. Then select the first Church you will visit. Call beforehand for the
exact time Church usually ends. When you arrive station yourselves (with
hundreds of extra flyers) to cover all exit points to the parking areas. Be neatly
dressed and smiling. Tell them: “We are very concerned that President Trump’s
recent Executive Order outlawing speech critical of Israel in public education
violates our First Amendment rights. Would you like to learn more?”
Below is a tear off petition to Trump which millions of Christians can be
persuaded to sign and mail to the White House.
If you are the only person in your area to undertake this project, don’t be daunted.
You can always come back repeatedly. Once one Church has been reasonably
reached, by a single person or group, go on next week to another Evangelical
Church until you have covered all in your area. Thus, as a result of only one hour
a week, hundreds, perhaps thousands, may be weekly awakened to Trumps
dictatorial ban on free speech. Think of the result if hundreds of “TruthTeams”
visited churches in America weekly!
Print this 8.5 x 14 flyer: there is a tear-off petition to mail in to the White House.
You may also view this email in a web browser at the following link:

https://truthtellers.org/alerts/Take-Action-Against-Trumps-End-Of-Free-SpeechDecree.htm
Rev. Ted Pike is director of the National Prayer Network, a Christian/Conservative
watchdog group. His activism is chronicled at Truthtellers.org and he may be contacted
at npntedpike@gmail.com
Trump signed Executive Order showing his true loyalties are to the Rothschilds
and Israel and not America or American foundational principles like Free Speech!
Play: https://youtu.be/L2WMljUj-qo
Saturday, December 14, 2019 19:49
Did President Donald Trump Just give the New World Order a helping hand?
It appears he just dealt a major blow to America and all Christians! You had better
understand why?
Q. Is Trump being played by those close to him to unknowingly execute the NWO
Agenda or is he executing the NWO agenda willingly with full knowledge?
Q. How in this day and age can he not know of the NWO agenda and the
Luciferian plot to destroy America?
Q. Why is Trump supporting a Talmudic Jewish utopia – aka – A New World
Order?
Trump’s Newest Executive Order Strips Colleges and students of rights while
giving a status of superiority to one Religion – Jews. The Trump administration
will now classify Judaism as a nationality, rather than just a religion. This is a
step to bringing forth the Noahide Laws in America through fraud!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYRmWZZQOQY
This article was generated as a result of my reading the Executive Order just
signed by Trump which is found at the bottom of this page. The Order Executive
Order 13899 of December 11, 2019 “Combating Anti-Semitism”.
To anyone that does not know what the Anti-Semitism code words mean consider
the following:
“To determine the true rulers of any society, all you must do is ask yourself this
question: Who is it that I am not permitted to criticize? We all know who it is that
we are not permitted to criticize. We all know who it is that it is a sin to criticize.
Sodomy is no longer a sin in America. Treason, and burning and spitting and
urinating on the American flag is no longer a sin in America. Gross desecration of
Christian religious symbols is no longer a sin in America. The degradation of
beautiful young girls in disgusting pornography is no longer a sin in America.
The killing by the multiple millions of the next generation in the womb is no
longer a sin in America. But ‘anti-Semitism’ is the ultimate sin in America.
It is a “sin” according to the Powers That Be to criticize Jewish power — or even
to point out the fact that it exists. It is also a “sin” to oppose or criticize the
Jewish agenda, a sin that sometimes has serious personal and professional
consequences.
But you know what? — the Powers That Be are losing control of the narrative.
Hundreds of thousands of us, even in the face of increasing tyranny, have
awakened in just the last few years alone. The Jewish power structure now has
no choice but to surrender, or to ratchet up their restrictions on free speech and

their persecution of free thinkers. They will surely choose the latter. And that will
accelerate the awakening. I’m proud to be a part of that.
Source: https://nationalvanguard.org/2017/01/voltaire-didnt-say-it/
https://beforeitsnews.com/new-world-order/2019/12/trump-sign-executiove-ordershowing-his-true-loyalties-are-to-rothschilds-created-israel-and-not-america-oramerican-foundational-principles-like-free-speech-8652.html
Brighteon Video Channel: https://www.brighteon.com/channel/1776reloaded
www.InternallyDisplacedPeople.org www.1776Reloaded.org
Donald Trump's clear longstanding business links to the mob
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-k3B-tw2sB0
+3+URGENT: New GMO Threat From Trump! The Trump administration has
recently taken several steps that threaten to stop regulating GMOs entirely!
The Trump administration has recently taken several steps that threaten to stop
regulating GMOs entirely!
These actions could allow new GMO foods and animals to be grown and brought to
market without any testing, oversight, or scientific review, destroying the integrity
of organic foods.
Once again, Center for Food Safety’s (CFS’s) legal, science, and grassroots initiatives
will be on the front lines, ready to block Trump’s disastrous course of action.
CFS’s past victories have stopped numerous GMOs (like wheat, rice, potatoes,
tomatoes, grasses, and trees) from being approved, protecting public health and the
environment by keeping them off the market. Since 2016, we’ve been in court to keep
the first-ever GMO food animal (salmon) out of stores and off our plates. And not only
have we stopped GMOs, our litigation this year also got 12 toxic pesticides taken off the
market!
But now the Trump administration is trying to force more GMO crops through the
approval process, which means more toxic pesticides will be used than ever
before. Trump’s Department of Interior also just overturned a prohibition on
GMOs and neonic pesticides on all 568 of our National Wildlife Refuges across
the U.S. This prohibition was a direct result of 10 years of successful CFS
litigation. In fact, all these Trump rollback actions are a reversal of everything
CFS has fought to prevent for more than two decades.
CURRENT THREATS:
With you by our side, here are just a few ways we will protect our food system in
2020 from these dangerous new threats.
 CFS will sue to stop Trump’s USDA from deregulating most GMOs.
 CFS will file a new lawsuit against USDA challenging the federal GMO
labeling law. The new GMO labeling law does not mandate on-package labels.
Instead it only requires digital QR codes, which is discriminatory to more than
100 million Americans who don’t own a smartphone and onerous for all
shoppers. This will be a major case to ensure clear, on-package labeling of GMO
foods.
 CFS will continue its groundbreaking lawsuits to stop the next generation
of GMO crops resistant to the toxic pesticides 2,4-D and dicamba.



CFS will continue our lawsuit to stop the planting of GMO crops and the
use of bee-killing neonic pesticides in our National Wildlife Refuges.
 CFS will continue our lawsuit to stop the first-ever GE food animal, the GE
salmon.
These are very dangerous times for everything we believe in and have fought so hard to
achieve. As in so many past battles, we rely on your support to fight back and win
lawsuits against the Monsanto, Dow Chemical, and their allies in the Trump
administration. But we urgently need that “war chest” to fight these new battles.
America collapses into a PHARMA state, run by "legal" drug cartels
Play to 19:02: https://www.brighteon.com/a0006c0a-e398-40dd-bad2-f9569916c690
And Now In the USA...Get Vaccinated or No Driver’s License!!—It Starts in New
Jersey-Coming to the Rest of the Country if no Pushback
Play: https://youtu.be/tLnDTmFnl0U
Illegals and their supporters have now taken over in New Jersey without a fight-Why is there so much apathy and inaction under the Trump term?
After holding illegals at bay for 15 years, in the
last year illegals are now making the greatest
gains we've ever seen since 2004!
After 15 years of being pushed back, the illegals
have taken Arkansas, Massachusetts, New York,
and now New Jersey all within the last 12 months.
We just received this report of their win titled "NJ
Passes Bill Letting Those Without Documents Get
Licenses" (view) ..THERE WAS NO ADVANCED
WARNINGS ON THIS BILL!
Was it a sneak play? No. A search of the Google news search engine shows (View
Here) many prior articles about this bill. But since no state level, or other national
group, nor activist brought this bill or those articles to our attention...
The illegals took NJ without a fight.
Don't let continued apathy and lack of action on our part lead to more illegal alien
conquests of states. Take personal responsibility to assure that our national
operations know what is happening in your local community and state on this
issue.
We need you monitoring, researching, reading and posting at ALIPAC.us Inform
others of the loss of New Jersey to the illegal alien power groups by email and on
(FACEBOOK HERE) .. (ALIPAC HERE) .. (TWITTER HERE) .. (GAB HERE)
N.J. Assembly passes bill to bar religious exemption for vaccines; bill stalls in
Senate--For hours, loud chants from opponents disrupted the state Senate
session, with protesters shouting, “We do not consent,” and “In God we trust.”

< Protesters opposed to a
bill that would eliminate a
religious exemption for
vaccines for
schoolchildren gather
outside the New Jersey
state Senate on Dec. 16,
2019, in Trenton, N.J.
Mike Catalini / AP
Dec. 17, 2019
By The Associated Press
TRENTON, N.J. — New
Jersey's Assembly on
Monday passed a
measure to eliminate religious exemptions for vaccines for schoolchildren, but
the bill stalled in the state Senate as opponents shouted so loudly they drowned
out the session.
The Democrat-led Assembly passed the bill 45-25, with six abstentions, but the
Democrat-controlled state Senate postponed a vote because there weren't
enough yes votes, according to the bill's sponsor and Senate President Steve
Sweeney.
For hours on Monday, loud chants from opponents disrupted the state Senate
session, with protesters shouting, “We do not consent,” and “In God we trust.”
Sweeney said he will post the bill for a vote again before the legislative session
expires next month, but he downplayed the role the protests played in the
decision to postpone a vote on the legislation.
“We're not done with it. They can cheer all they want,” he said. “It's the right
policy decision.”
If signed into law, the measure would end religious exemptions to required
immunizations for public and private school children as well as for child care
centers.
New Jersey would join a handful of states, including New York and California, in
doing away with the religious exemption, if the bill becomes law.
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/n-j-assembly-passes-bill-bar-religiousexemption-vaccines-bill-n1103101
Whole Country of Samoa On Lockdown to Mass Vaccinate the Whole Populace!!!!
Door-to-door vaccination drive in Samoa after 62 supposed measles-related
Deaths
Play: https://youtu.be/XKsvG9nWRUE
Anti-Vaccination Movement Being Totally Blamed for all the death in Samoa!!!!
Play to 3:18: https://youtu.be/3pryE_PkJuc
Play to 7:46: https://youtu.be/MmkssW5r4fU?t=43
+4+ Important Health News: Samoan Measles Outbreak--Lies and
Disinformation!!! What Is Really Going On?

Thursday, December 12, 2019--I have long been a proponent of the fact that
people should never ever allow criminals to have them roll up their sleeves and
be injected by their so called 'vaccines'.... I have found over the years countless
articles and essays covering the fact that "vaccines" absolutely do NOT work and
in fact actually weaken our bodies' own natural defense systems..... Further
evidence has now come out that the criminals in charge of this planet are actually
using their "vaccines" to modify our own bodies' DNA as well as to destroy our
minds! Yes, there is a diabolical plan out there for the usage of vaccines to turn
us all into mindless slaves, and I have found nothing to dispel this as fact...
We have recently seen a major push by all of our nations' governments to have
everyone "vaccinated" against of all things, Measles..... Measles has always been a
childhood disease that has only in the odd case actually caused any deaths.... In
fact, many of us remember that when we found out that a classmate or a close
friend contracted measles, the first thing our parents wanted was to see us go
and play with that person so that we ourselves would get measles and thus allow
our bodies to build up an immunity to this disease naturally.... However, in this
day and age, we find the Jew spew media, Big Pharma, and the liars in our own
medical industry out there spreading the falsehood that people are now "dying"
from measles and that we must ALL go out and be immunized via "vaccinations"
immediately!
In fact, I have been watching some reports over the last few months about an
"outbreak" of measles in the Pacific island nation of Samoa.... And I have seen a few
articles since those initial reports about how the Samoan people were forced to be
immunized against "measles", and I was wondering how that turned out?
Well... Thanks to my fellow Canadian blogger and real truth seeker, Canadian
Wildflower, we can now diagnose and examine some real evidence of how that "forced
immunization" against "measles" in Samoa actually turned out, and the facts are quite
interesting indeed.... In fact, I do want to present the following report, that comes from
the Real News Australia website, at www.realnewsaustralia.com, that is entitled:
"Samoan Measles Outbreak - What Is Really Going On?" for everyone to see for
themselves...I do in fact have that entire article right here for all to see for themselves,
and I do have my own thoughts and comments to follow:
December 9, 2019 | General Maddox | 4 Comments
Samoan Measles Outbreak. What‘s
Really Going On?
Fear, propaganda, misinformation,
omission of facts and the Hegelian
Dialectic are very powerful tools of
control often deployed to serve an
agenda. We are seeing their use right
now on the people of Samoa.
By General Maddox--The Samoan
landscape is as beautiful as its
people. I had spent nearly two weeks
on the island nation a few years ago.

Many of the islanders have improperly balanced diets and suffer from obesity and
other diseases caused my malnourishment and nutritional deficiencies. Poverty
is high with the average median salary approximately $3529 Tala.
In 2018 in Samoa there was a horrible tragedy when two infants died after
receiving an MMR vaccine. It was reported that the nurses had incorrectly mixed
the MMR shot with a muscle relaxant instead of water leading to their deaths. The
nurses plead guilty to manslaughter and are serving jail sentences now. The
Samoan government also temporarily suspended the country’s vaccination
program after the tragedy.
This incident, it is claimed, is the reason why Samoans became fearful of
vaccines, in particular the MMR (Measles, Mumps, Rubella) vaccine which
subsequently lead to a decline in vaccination rates to on only 31%.
Fast forward to April 2019
The MMR vaccine was officially relaunched by the
Samoan Government in April 2019. Uptake was
understandably very low due to the infant deaths
the year prior and parents were largely unwilling to
subject their children to the risk of the same
medical errors harming or killing their children.
Fast forward to October 2019
UNICEF delivered a total of 115,500 doses of
measles vaccines to Samoa on October 1st.
Fast forward to November 2019
As of November 28, 2019 SAMOA has now
confirmed 42 measles-related fatalities. Since
the launch of the measles re-vaccination
campaign in mid-November, the Samoan
Ministry of Health has vaccinated more than
50,000 individuals in both Upolu and Savai’i.
 So at the beginning of July 2018 two
infants die after MMR vaccination.
 Shortly after, the Samoan government halts the country’s immunization
program.
 September 3rd 2019, Samoan Ministry of Health goes on the record to
declare there are no measles outbreaks in Samoa.
 Next to no measles cases reported across the country despite the low
vaccination rates.
 October 1st sees UNICEF delivers 115,500 doses of the measles vaccine to
Samoa.
 The Measles incubation period is from 7-21 days.
 The Samoan Ministry of Health launched its MMR campaign shortly after
the vaccines arrived.
 Mid-late October measles outbreak begins.
 On November 15 the acting Prime Minister of the Samoan government
declares a state of emergency for a measles outbreak.

Are we to believe that there is zero correlation between the massive vaccination
campaign and the outbreak of the measles? Anyone with a shred of common
sense can see the connection. It’s simply not just a coincidence and the timeline
fits.
A combination of poor nutrition and lack of vitamin A and C in many of the
nations poor communities has lead to the death of approximately 62 children
under 15 years of age. These deaths are simply labeled “Measles Related”. The
government of Samoa refuses to release information as to whether the children
died before or after vaccination. As well as refuses to release the serotype of the
virus to see whether it’s being caused by the vaccine or of its a wild measles
virus.
Why? What have the got to hide by not releasing these crucial pieces of
information?
Could it be because the Samoan government is engaged in a cover-up?
Obviously they are!! Is also feasible that the vaccine manufacturers don’t want it
known that their product is harming and killing people. Especially since they just
got their revenue stream up and running again after the nations immunization
program was halted last year. Imagine the loss in sales.
The Samoan government has been kind enough to release a track record of statistics of
the outbreak daily. And if we are to believe those figures they paint quite a telling
picture. A picture that no mainstream media outlet is showing. No, they’d simply
rather blame anti-vaxxers for the outbreak.
Here’s a few of spreadsheets available on the Government of Samoa Facebook
page starting at their first one. And remember, as the days go by hundreds and
thousands of people are vaccinated across the nation. What’s also interesting to
note is the omission of data. Notably three figures:
1. How many of the deceased were vaccinated
2. How many of the stated measles cases were also vaccinated.
3. What strain of the virus do these people have? Vaccine strain or wild measles
strains?
See below to research this further.
Again it would paint this so-called outbreak in a much different light if those figures were
displayed.
1. November 22nd, 2019. 1 week after the declared outbreak. Also note that the
Samoan Government stated that routine laboratory measles testing is no longer
recommended! Why? Because the numbers might show a much lower number.

2. November 23rd, 2019. They now add another column showing cases presented in
last 24 hour period.

3. November 25th, 2019. No reason as to why they didn’t post the data from the day
before.

4. November 26th, 2019.

5. November 27th, 2019.

6. November 28th, 2019.

7. November 29th, 2019.

8. November 30th, 2019. Keep in mind now that it was stated over 80,000 people out of
Samoa’s total population of just under 200,000 have been vaccinated at this point.

9. December 1st, 2019. UNICEF delivers an additional 50,000 vaccines to Samoa.

10. December 2nd, 2019. Over 90,000 Samoans have been vaccinated. Of that, 58,150
since the mass vaccination campaign started.

11. December 3rd, 2019.

12. December 4th, 2019. Prime Minister Tuilaepa Sailele Malielegaoi does media stunt
to show he too is getting vaccinated despite already having gone to villages a week ago
to visit the sick people in the hardest hit epidemic areas.

13. December 5th, 2019. Mass Door-to-Door Vaccination two day campaign begins.

14. December 6th, 2019. Day two of the Door-to-Door campaign where villages are
encouraged to display a red flag out the front of their home if they’re not yet vaccinated
and anti-vaxxers are continued to be blamed for the outbreak.

15. December 7th, 2019. Approximately 89% of population who can be vaccinated is
now vaccinated.

16. December 8th, 2019.

17. December 9th, 2019. Approximately 90% of all eligible people in Samoa have been
vaccinated against measles. The estimated vaccination coverage in both Upolu and
Savai’i are:
 85% of the targeted infants and children aged 6 months to 4 years old
 96% of the targeted children aged 5 to 19 years old
 105% of the targeted women aged 20 to 35 years old
 86% of the targeted remaining population in Samoa
*Above stats as per Government of Samoa press release.
What can we expect to come?
Of course there’s no way to see the future but we can hypothesize as to what we can
expect in the coming days and months.
Given what we’ve seen from all of the data above the total number of measles cases is
approximately 2.5% of the total population of Samoa since the relaunch of the nations
immunization program. A figure that has been steadily climbing and by all accounts will
continue to rise.
During the period of the cessation of the immunization program there was NO measles
outbreak. The Samoan Ministry of Health’s Director General also went on the record
to state that fact back in September this year.
As we have demonstrated above, the recommencement of the immunization program in
the early weeks of October this year appears to have lead to the current outbreak. We
will only know for sure if the vaccine serotype is released and laboratory testing is
resumed on the infected to see if it matches the D8 Strain genotype of the measles
virus.
Next year it appear will the Samoan people have some of their rights taken away with
the introduction of mandatory vaccination for all children across the nation in order to
attend any school.
According to Press Secretary Nanai Taofiga Laveitiga Tuiletufuga;
By January 2020, there should be a legislative mandate in place requiring all children to
be vaccinated before they are allowed to attend school. And the compulsory
requirement will apply to all schools which include public, church and private schools.
The directive was approved by Cabinet this week with the Office of the Attorney General
tasked to draft legislations to this effect to be tabled in the next Parliament session
scheduled for December.
It appears we’re also seeing the Hegelian Dialectic of Problem-Reaction-Solution in play
as well. But was it the Samoan Government or Big Pharma making the play all along?

My money is on Big Pharma.
NTS Notes: I will get right to the point here... The evidence is crystal clear
according to this amazing report that the so called 'vaccine" actually caused a lot
of the deaths from this "measles" outbreak! And the facts clearly show that
before the 'forced immunization" of the people of Samoa, the "measles outbreak"
was actually under control and would have definitely fallen to zero given time...
But thanks to the forced "vaccine" on the Samoan people, the numbers in fact
steadily increased...
This is a very important report indeed, for we must consider the fact that Samoa
is indeed an island, with little or no outside interference, and therefore can be
used as an important 'test case' for the evidence that vaccines actually promote
the diseases that they are supposed to fight... And the evidence clearly shows
this to be the case!
Yes, the evidence shown backs up everything that I and others have been saying
all along about vaccines... They absolutely do NOT work, period, and in fact will
weaken our bodies' own defense systems and actually promote the diseases that
they are supposed to be fighting against...
People have long wanted evidence to show that I and others are right about
vaccines... And here you have it! The question is of course; Are we too late to
stop our own criminal governments from pushing forward with "mandatory
vaccinations" of our own citizens before it is too late?
https://northerntruthseeker.blogspot.com/2019/12/important-health-news-samoanmeasles.html
Vaccine Manufacturers Have Been Legally Protected by our Government for
Decades-But Not all the Millions Who Have Been Vaccinated!!
Warning language-Play: https://youtu.be/5CRy_q2gVns?t=69
Here's the link to that law: https://www.congress.gov/bill/99th-congress/house-bill/5546
++We call for the restoration of the 7th Amendment rights of Americans to sue
vaccine makers for vaccine injury and death in civil court:
http://nodeception.org/vision-for-us-vaccine-policy-reform/
An Invisible Quantum Dot 'Tattoo' Could Be Used to ID Vaccinated Kids
VICTOR TANGERMANN, FUTURISM 21 DEC 2019
For the people overseeing nationwide vaccination initiatives in developing
countries, keeping track of who had which vaccination and when can be a tough
task.
But researchers from MIT might have a solution: they've created an ink that can
be safely embedded in the skin alongside the vaccine itself, and it's only visible
using a special smartphone camera app and filter.
In other words, they've found a covert way to embed the record of a vaccination
directly in a patient's skin rather than documenting it electronically or on paper and their low-risk tracking system could greatly simplify the process of
maintaining accurate vaccine records, especially on a larger scale.
"In areas where paper vaccination cards are often lost or do not exist at all, and
electronic databases are unheard of, this technology could enable the rapid and

anonymous detection of patient vaccination history to ensure that every child is
vaccinated," researcher Kevin McHugh said in a statement.
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation funded the team's research, which was
published in the journal Science Translational Medicine on Wednesday.
https://www.sciencealert.com/an-invisible-quantum-dot-tattoo-is-beingsuggested-to-id-vaccinated-kids
Most active flu season in 15 years wreaking havoc...
The 2019-2020 flu season follows two straight unusually bad flu seasons.
Unfortunately, two key indicators show this year could be more of the same.
First, “This season is off to an early start, earlier than any season this decade,”
Dr. Bryan Lewis, professor at the University of Virginia, who works in a research
partnership with AccuWeather, wrote in an email. “You have to go back to 2003
before you have as much active transmission in early December as we have
now.”
The second unique characteristic of the 2019-2020 flu season is Influenza B is
appearing uncharacteristically early and at unusually intense levels, according to
the University of Virginia doctors partnered with AccuWeather. Influenza B still
causes significant illness in those stricken; however, hospitalizations and death
are less frequent than with Influenza A.
Invive Silver Special for December Until Their Inventory is Gone
++ Dr. Johnson's Comment: Invive Silver wanted me to post this silver special
update--Please read the special below carefully if you want to order:
From Invive Silver:
++ Invive December Silver Sale For or Winter colds and FLU = Buy 2 Get 1
FREE=Get "FREE" SILVER worth hundreds of dollars when you buy 2, including
buy 2 six packs= $539.94 worth you CAN get for FREE!!!
++ Only 300 Silver bottles set aside for FREE Bottle Sale- Order yours “NOW”
before Sale Bottles run out ends.
"PREPARE" for WINTER RECORD COLD PREDICTED as we are entering a
SOLAR sun minimum NOW as this WINTER FLU strikes even worse this year! The
flu hits 3 MILLION USA citizens each year and KILLS 60,000 USA citizens each
year. Protect yourself with INVIVE Medical Journal Colloidal Silver Data and Order
at: http://www.dr-johnson.com/ PROTECT YOUR FAMILY The DDR (Doctors Desk
Reference) SEE the Diseases/Protocols that the Physicians use click here>
http://www.dr-johnson.com/ <<go to the Doctors Desk Reference tab. Give this Gift
of Life that lasts "BECAUSE" In the USA 3 million+ cases of Pneumonia are
reported each year "AND" and OVER 60,000 people in the USA die of Pneumonia
in the USA each year. Stock up "NOW" for the PREDICTED "RECORD COLD"
2019 Winter COMING. BUY 2 Get 1 (FREE INCLUDING 6 Packs) Buy 2 six packs
and get 1 six pack for FREE.
Hurry, sale will be over as STOCK RUNS OUT. There is no special icon to click on
our site.
Silver Special Till 300 bottle Inventory Is Gone--Buy 2 of any strength Invive Mild
Silver Protein (including even 6 packs) and get 1 FREE of that strength.

Ordering Instructions:
++This special is only available when ordering at: http://www.dr-johnson.com & not
orders processed through Dr. Johnson personally.
++To get the special: Put Dr. Johnson’s name in the “How did you hear about us
box”/ or the "Comments" box
++ If those boxes don't show up (due to the browser or phone you are using):
Then just Dr. Johnson's NAME IN the "Ship To" address (NOT the Billing Address or
it won't go through) after you put in your customer name.
So the shipping address name would look like this (as an example): Name: John Smith
re Dr Johnson
++Important: The free silver will not show up in the cart when you place your
order but will be added to your order afterwards, as long as you adhere to what is
stated above.
++This special applies to the six packs also; so you can get 2 six packs of the
5000ppm at 539.94 each=$1078 and receive a third $539.94 six pack for FREE!
Update: If you cannot bring up the Order Page at: http://www.dr-johnson.com/ for
the Invive Silver Special with whatever Browser you have, just:
1.) Use Internet Explorer which has worked for 24 years for INVIVE Silver, and/or
2.) Temporarily turn off Ghostery (if you are running that program) or
3.) While at: http://www.dr-johnson.com/ click the “Trust Site” button when you
open up Ghostery (if you are running that program)
USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Jaynes, who penned thrillers exposing the
murderous vaccine deep state, found shot to death
Friday, November 29, 2019 by: Mike Adams (Natural News)
Jennifer Jaynes, USA Today bestselling author of Malice
and other novels exposing the vaccine deep state, was
found shot to death on Monday, November 25th, according
to media reports (see links below).
Jaynes was a celebrated author whose books achieved USA
Today bestseller status. Her novels showcased the
criminality, child abuse and deep-rooted fraud of the
vaccine industry.
She also wrote children’s books that focused on teaching
children the importance of consuming nutritious foods. See her website, books, DVDs
and more at www.JenniferJaynes.net
Her most recent book, Malice, explores the medical ethics battle of a character named
Dr. Daniel Winters, who tries to expose a dangerous vaccine that the medical
establishment knows is harming and killing children. Her thriller Malice is also available
as an audio book on Audible.com. See four of her book titles at this link on
GoodReads.com.
Jaynes was reportedly found with two gunshots to the head, according to
AmarketNews.com. (Not one gunshot, but two.) The death was reportedly ruled a
“suicide,” which begs the question of how a person can shoot themselves in the
head twice.

Many of her fans suspect Jaynes may have been murdered by the vaccine
industry, which has a long history of advocating criminal fraud, bribery and
kickbacks, outlandish medical experiments on human children, coordinated
science fraud and other heinous crimes.
Scary! “USA Today bestselling author who wrote about corruption inside the
vaccine industry found dead with two gunshots to the head, ruled su If you
choose vaccines then you choose death. But if you choose to fight against
vaccines then you Are a… https://t.co/7RCpEUhXO2
— Amber Smith (@SCHairCuts) November 27, 2019
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-11-29-author-jennifer-jaynes-exposing-murderousvaccine-deep-state-found-shot-to-death.html
Supreme Court rules AMISH must vaccinate in their schools - Vaccine Liberation
Army
The petition by an Amish father to the New York State Supreme Court to allow his
family to practice their faith and allow his children to attend a private Amish
school has been denied.
Jonas Stoltzfus has three children, all unvaccinated, who attend the Cranberry
Marsh school in Romulus, NY, a town between Rochester and Syracuse.
Amish father Jonas Stoltzfus recently filed a suit challenging a new New York
state law requiring students to be fully immunized against contagious disease.
Kevin Barry of First Freedoms, Attorney for Mr. Stoltzfus, says that there will be
no more appeals in the case.
Barry says that the state of New York has threatened to shut down the Cranberry
Marsh School that the Stoltzfus children attend, though the state has taken no
action yet.
WSKG has reported that, “Under the rules barring religious exemptions to
vaccines, schools can be fined up to $2,000 per day for each student who is out
of compliance.”
New York law now requires K-12 Amish children to receive a combined 35 doses
of 10 vaccines:
 Diphtheria
 Tetanus
 Pertussis
 Polio
 Measles
 Mumps
 Rubella
 Hepatitis B
 Varicella (Chickenpox)
 Meningococcal
read more…
VLA Comment: You have just witnessed the foundation for legislation for
vaccinating homeschool children. Note also, that Bill Gates, for years, has been
buying up homeschool programs and installing Federal Core Curriculum.

http://www.fulcrum7.com/news/2019/12/9/ny-supreme-court-says-amish-musthave-vaccines-for-their-own-private-school
~ALERT!~EBOLA SCIENTISTS NOW ADMITTING THEY WERE WRONG(!)
CONFIRMED *INCURABLE*UNDETECTABLE*DEADLY(!)
Play to 9:11: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAV4UyhNDA4
Ebola Vaccine Approved by the FDA!!! & Pig Ebola Has Already Killed ¼ of the
Worlds Pig Population!
Play to 7:17: https://youtu.be/TvsbTJ1YBPU?t=123

